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NOT YOUR AVERAGE JOE.
Industry legend Joe Meneskie has helped to
shape and define The Songer Way.
Songer Services President and Chief Executive Officer Joe Meneskie knows something about hard work.
Joe labored, learned and then advanced in his career—often side-by-side with Paul Songer—for over 40
years, dating back to 1974 after Joe completed his duty in the U.S. Army.

Paul J. Songer
Chairman

As possibly the only man on the planet with over 100 documented blast furnace repairs to his credit, Joe
sums up the work ethic behind The Songer Way in a voice that only experience could create.
“The qualified, safe, and prepared worker and smart, experienced, hands-on supervisor is the backbone of
any serious construction job. Seek out the best of the best in all that you do, and before you know it, the
best will seek you out. That’s been the secret to our success no matter where we’ve worked.”
Simply put? This is the rich legacy—and promising future—of The Songer Way.

THE SONGER WAY.
Paul Songer created a company that
reflects a lifetime of hard work, unparalleled
craftsmanship and personal integrity.
Now in his eighties, industrial legend Paul Songer still shows up to work, every day. Perhaps
that, more than anything, is the defining characteristic at the core of “The Songer Way.”
Show up to work, every day. Be prepared to do the job right. Always be safety minded.
Never stop learning. And always go the extra mile.
It’s the same get-your-hands-dirty mindset that allowed Paul to succeed nationwide as a
journeyman bricklayer, after serving his country with distinction in World War II.
Paul is the driving force behind Songer’s many iterations throughout the last four decades.
Songer Services stands today as a mirror of the man behind it; intelligent, dedicated, wise,
personable, family-oriented and steadfastly committed to being the best in the business, every
day there’s a job to be done.

Joseph C. Meneskie
President / CEO

SONGER SERVICES.
Our reputation is made and remade, every single day
we are on the job.
When the name SONGER is on the job, you can expect more from the end result. More hands-on
experience. More original, site-specific solutions. More proven 100% Union craftsmen. More focus on safety.
You can expect a job that’s completed on time or ahead of time—for savings that can mean millions.
Are we experts in blast furnace, coke oven, boiler and pressure vessel maintenance and repair?
Certainly—since 2006, Songer Services has performed more blast furnace projects than any other company
in the world. But that unique capability is an extension of our broad and deep industrial general contracting
experience, our proven ability to lead, manage and execute end-to-end construction projects, and our
veteran leadership in project planning and engineering.
So whether it’s delivering value-added repair and critical maintenance for integrated steel
manufacturers, or tackling end-to-end industrial projects that combine planning and
engineering with project management and heavy construction, you will find no better
or more experienced partner than Songer Services.
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CONSTRUCTION
PLANNING & ENGINEERING
Our planning services are exceeded only
by our ability to innovatively meet—and
exceed—engineering challenges on site.

CONSTRUCTION
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
We are both project caretakers and
visionaries who see the challenges at hand,
and the ones you haven’t thought of yet.

There’s no substitute for experience. When it comes to

Part symphony. Part rock concert. That’s what it’s like to

construction planning and engineering, you’d be hard-

manage major heavy industrial maintenance projects as well
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as complete stem-to-stern builds. Because every minute
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At Songer Services, construction planning drives every aspect

Songer Services excels at meeting and exceeding

of a project—from schedule development and constructability

the most aggressive schedules when managing a

reviews, to daily job safety analysis and regular design and
estimate reviews. But it is how our planning seamlessly
integrates with engineering that truly sets us apart.

construction project. We utilize 3D modeling,
animation software and 3D printing to maximize
efficiency and speed. But it is our decades of
experience that makes the real difference.

Our on-staff and on-site engineers know how to work—and
often work around—challenges specific to the job at hand. So

From procurement, logistics and schedule planning, to daily

whether it’s a heavy lift demand, a novel solution to keep the

construction activity management, scope compliance, budget

job moving quickly and safely, or a work-around that saves

and cost control—every aspect of the construction process

money or increases efficiency, Songer Services provides a

is led by an experienced veteran who’s been there and done

level of value engineering that’s hard to beat.

that, before. What’s more, Songer Services places a premium
on quality control and safety management—so much so we’ve

Our proven planning and preconstruction services,

trademarked our safety protocols.

combined with our ability to engineer on site, have made
us a formidable industrial partner—for integrated steel
manufacturers and any development company seeking to
put experienced, versatile and innovative professionals
in the project driver seat.

The end result is a project that proceeds smoothly, efficiently
and safely, with a focus on cost containment–and savings–
that often surprises our clients. That’s just what we do; there’s
no substitute for experience.

INDUSTRIAL GENERAL
CONTRACTING
Few companies can make—and keep—the
promises we do when tackling stem-to-stern
large industrial projects.

INDUSTRIAL REPAIR &
MAINTENANCE
Manufacturers know there is no
substitute for experience when repairs
can cost millions per day.

As a recognized world leader in heavy industrial

At Songer Services, our bread and butter has traditionally

contracting, blast furnace, coke oven, boiler and

been industrial repair and maintenance for integrated

pressure vessel maintenance and repair, our core

steel manufacturers. We’re extremely proud of our

competencies naturally dovetail with those of the

persistent record of excellence that has saved turns—and

most experienced industrial general contractors.

saved money—for steel producing entities worldwide.

The fact we are experts in integrated steel installations?

Blast furnace relines, rebuilds and repairs. Coke oven

Makes us one of the most capable and versatile industrial

thru wall reconstruction and repair. Flue rebuilds and

general contractors available anywhere.

stacker repairs. BOP vessel repairs and replacements.
And a diverse array of scheduled maintenance and

From procurement, cost management and meticulous

emergency outage projects far too numerous to mention.

schedule management, to structural erection, stringent
safety protocols and professional oversight for selfbuilt or direct hire 100% union labor, Songer Services
provides truly end-to-end services for industrial
construction projects.

What’s important to know is how much our vast
experience has defined our know-how—across refractory,
mechanical and civil installations. We’ve implemented
planned maintenance prevention programs and
scheduled maintenance support. Executed rapid surge

Songer carries the NBIC “R” Stamp and ASME “S” and
“PP” Stamps required for code work, and retains in-house

and emergency repairs. And offer safety management
that’s second to none.

expertise across project planning and management,
engineering and heavy equipment installation.

It is all supported by a 100% Union labor force we can
draw on in a moment’s notice virtually anywhere in the

It’s a combination of veteran leadership, proven

country—with in-house planning, management and

experience and documented success that can make a

engineering experience that puts decades of heavy

measurable difference in your next build—for integrated
steel and so much more!

industrial savvy at your fingertips.

SAFETY IS JOB 1. EVERY JOB.
We didn’t invent safety protocols, but we
perfected them enough to believe they
deserved a Trademark. Call Songer today!
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Our safety promise starts with the difficult task of a top down approach—
one so vital to our company that we’ve actually trademarked the procedure.
“Making Accidents Preventable” (M.A.P.™) is how we start every day at each site,
and it is integrated into every aspect of our project planning and construction.
That means each shift begins with a keen emphasis on safety by describing, in
detail, the activities of all the crafts planned on site, for that day.
It is a step that goes the extra mile, a company-wide commitment to being prepared to do
the job right, that day. And every day that follows. It is a promise that ends as this story
began—with good, experienced, dedicated professionals showing up every day. To work.
We invite you to put Songer Services to work for your next heavy industrial project.

Call Songer Today! 724-884-0184

Proven expertise you can count on.

“It is my commitment to you to provide quality services at a fair price.
Songer will make every effort to develop long-term relationships with our
clients based on trust, quality workmanship, and safe work performance.
Songer will provide the most qualified supervision and craft personnel in
the business to execute your projects in a safe, cost effective manner.
This is my pledge to you.”
Paul J. Songer - Chairman
Songer Services, Inc.
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